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Gurumoviedownload720pinhindi. Guru, directed
by Umesh Mehra, starring Mithun Chakraborty,
Sridevi and Shakti Kapoor. A peasant boy from

Kashmir, who comes to Bombay to find his
fortune, rises from the streets to become the
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GURU, India's richest man. Gurushare8193mess
Guru. 2007. Fathom Media. DVD. GuruDirectedb
yUmeshMehra-MithunChakraborty.2007.Dagman
theTimeChannel.TVDVD.2008. Guru. 2007. Star

Unik, with DVD and Blu-ray. A villager,
Gurukant Desai, arrives in Bombay 1958, and
rises from its streets to become the GURU, the
biggest tycoon in Indian history. Guru (Hindi:
गुरु), 2006 is a Indian Hindi-language historical

drama film, directed by Ashutosh Gowariker and
produced by Navin Jog, Siddharth Roy Kapur,

Deepak Motikan, and Swapnil Krishna. The film
features Agastya (Prakash Raj) and Laxmi (Kirti
Kulhari) as protagonists and is inspired from the
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life of Dhirubhai Ambani, an Indian businessman.
The film, which was released in India on 30

December 2006, grossed over $2.3 million in just
five days. The film was awarded the National
Film Award for Best Popular Film Providing

Wholesome Entertainment. In its opening
weekend, the film grossed more than Rs 2.5 crore

(US$414,000). It was also estimated to have
added $3 million to the box office. The film
earned $12.4 million during its theatrical run,
becoming the highest-grossing Indian film in

2006, and one of the highest-grossing Bollywood
movies of all time. It also earned over $5 million
from its DVD release. Guru was not screened in
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Pakistan under any legal trouble or pressure due
to some business relations between Indian and

Pakistani moguls. Plot Agastya (Prakash Raj), an
Indian peasant boy living in Kashmir with his

family, is lured by the prospect of a job offer to
work in Bombay. But soon a real life adventure

comes his way. Cast Agastya as himself Laxmi as
herself
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